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ABSTRACT:
Cibinong as one that develops a new city and has a population growth rate is quite high. This is caused situated relatively close to the center of the capital city of Jakarta for approximately 42 kilometers and has a facility that is one of the shopping center Cibinong Market. Cibinong Market is intended for residents residing in Cibinong subdistrict, Bogor regency. One of the things that are important in the marketplace is the regularity of the circulation pattern. However, a look inside this building is the lack of market Cibinong traders in disarranging merchandise that exceeds a predetermined limit of space. So that conditions in the market tend to look disorderly and disorganized, the result is a lot of roads that are in the market narrowed. In this paper I will examine and analyze the Circulation Pattern in The Visitor Market (Cibinong Market Case Studies), where a state circulation in the market very irregular, especially for the circulation of visitors in the market.